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Short-term exercise can lead to long-term heart improvements
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Crime on the rise, suggests ABS data



Andrew Gigacz -  4 April 2024 1 



New figures released by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) reveal a 9 per cent increase in crime in 2022-23. The ABS numbers released...
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How to make the best of a European rail trip



YourLifeChoices Contributor -  6 April 2024 0 


One of the great ways to see Europe is by train. Rail Europe gives answers to three of its most frequently asked questions.
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The drill on visiting dentists in Bali



Max Williams -  6 April 2024 1 


Regular YourLifeChoices contributor Max Williams shares his experience getting dental work done overseas.












 


How to leave home woes behind and truly enjoy your holiday
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Fee-free accounts switch announced



Andrew Gigacz -  5 April 2024 3 



It’s been a tough few years for many Australians financially, even those who would consider themselves well off. For those who aren’t well off...
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Deals of the Week – post-Easter exercise, eating and travel



Andrew Gigacz -  4 April 2024 1 


With the Easter break over for many, exercise and diet are front of mind for some, and maybe travel for a lucky few. Here are some specials that may help.
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What is being done to crack down on text scammers?



ABC News -  9 April 2024 0 



You've probably noticed scammers love sending text messages.
It's the most popular scam delivery method by far, according to figures from the consumer watchdog.
By exploiting...












 


Why solar power alarm bells are ringing
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Dating apps: Lack of regulation, means millions stand to lose
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Prostate problems? Here’s how to still enjoy sex



Ellie Baxter -  9 April 2024 0 



The prostate continues to grow as a man ages. This means older men tend to have larger prostates than younger men. Enlargement of the...











 


Considering a weight-loss drug? Here are the risks and benefits
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Hundreds of thousands of people worldwide are taking drugs like Ozempic to lose weight. But what do we actually know about them? This month,...











 


The price of pain: Questionable billing by doctors rife in Australia



ABC News -  8 April 2024 1 



Trudi King is always in pain.
"The only relief you get is when you go to sleep," the 60-year-old says.
In 2021, she had spinal fusion...











 


Blood pressure and ageing: what’s the link?
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On my last few visits to see the GP, my blood pressure has been a little high. Not alarmingly high, but high enough for...











 


Dementia on the rise in Australia: report



Andrew Gigacz -  8 April 2024 2 



The world’s population is ageing. In 2018, for the first time, there were more people in the world aged over 64 than under five....
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ABOUT US




YourLifeChoices is Australia’s most established and trusted digital publication for the 50+ audience, with a core focus on helping Australians navigate midlife and the retirement landscape.

Since 2000, YourLifeChoices has been providing Australians with essential news, articles and retirement resources – and membership is FREE!
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